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Solar neutrinos  Neutrinoless double-beta decay 

With a 30t FV, DARWIN will observe 
365 pp-neutrinos/(t⨉y) above 1 keV

Sensitivity comparable to future 
dedicated experiments
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Introduction
Large-scale Xenon based dark matter detectors, that are under development, have detection capabilities for rare
events beyond dark matter. DARWIN (DARk matter WImp search with liquid xenoN), a multi-ton liquid xenon
detector can detect low-energy neutrinos, and also search for 0νββ decay of 136Xe. With its 40 tons active liquid
target, low-energy threshold and ultra-low background level, DARWIN will be able to detect solar neutrinos from
pp and 7Be channels with ~2% precision. It will be also sensitive to low energy signals triggered by neutrino
interaction originating from coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering. One source of these neutrinos is core-
collapse supernovae, where DARWIN will be sensitive to all neutrino flavors.

• Physics goal is the search for WIMPs:
• elastic and inelastic scattering
• types of couplings: spin-dependent and spin-independent

• Working principle is based on dual-phase noble gas time projection chamber
• Prompt scintillation light (S1) and delayed proportional scintillation light 

signal from the charge (S2) are measured
• Both signals are used for vertex reconstruction 

• It consists of:
• Double-walled, low-background cryostat 
• Dual phase TPC filled with ~40 tons of Liquid Xenon
• Arrays of VUV photosensors, on the top and bottom of TPC
• Inner shield filled with liquid scintillator(optional)
• Outer shield filled with water
• Cryostat is filled with ~50t of LXe (Liquid Xenon)

DARWIN Detector

Figure 2. DARWIN cryostat encompassing, the
TPC and photosensors in 50t LXe.

Figure 1. A Sketch of the DARWIN Detector. The
Cryostat surrounded by two shields: water
Cherenkov and scintillation shield.

Potential Physics with DARWIN
Solar Neutrinos Detection

• The energy generated by the sun comes mainly from the pp
cycle where 99.76% of solar neutrinos are produced from
these channels:
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• Neutrinos are detected in DARWIN by elastic scattering:
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Sensitivity to 0νββ decay 

• Assuming a 30t LXe fiducial
mass and energy range 2-30
keV, DARWIN is expected to
detect ~ 104 pp-ν in 5 years1

• A <1% precision in pp ν-flux
with DARWIN will:

• Allow high precision real-
time comparison between
solar luminosity in photons,
and luminosity inferred by
the direct measurement of
neutrinos

Figure3. Differential electron recoil spectra 
for pp and 7Be-neutrinos in LXe1,2

Figure4. Survival probability of νe produced
by different reactions in the sun1.

• Scattering ν-rates in the detector, 
depend on survival probability Pee

200 = 456789: 1 − 0.56/@&89& + 6/@789:

• Change of neutrinos flavor is 
governed by the LMA-MSW Effect

• LMA-MSW predicts for pp neutrinos
a tiny matter affect, i.e. vacuum 
dominated oscillations

• Neutrinos are not electrically charged
• Possibility for neutrinos to be their own antiparticle, i.e.

Majorana particles

• Search for the Majorana particle and lepton number violation,
through the detection of the 0νββ decay

• 136Xe is a good candidate for 0νββ with Qββ ~2.46MeV

• The overall background in DARWIN is dominated by detector
materials

• Challenge: tune DARWIN to measure spectra at both O(10keV) &
O(2MeV)

• σE ~1% allow DARWIN to be sensitive to 0νββ

• With an exposure of 30 t·y, DARWIN is sensitive to T1/2>5.6·1026y
with 90%C.L

• There is no theoretical preference for a Normal or Inverted Mass
Hierarchy

• DARWIN is sensitive to |mββ| in the range of 0.02-0.04eV

• The “ultimate” case assumes 140 t·y without materials’ background

Figure 5. DARWIN expected sensitivities
to the effective Majorana neutrino mass.

These sensitivities assumes a 30 t·y
exposure of natural xenon and background
dominated by the detector materials. The
ultimate case with 140 t·y assumes no
materials’ background. In this case only
background from 222Rn, 2νββ and solar
neutrinos from 8B is considered1.

1- J. Aalbers, et al., DARWIN collaboration, arXiv:1606.07001
2- L. Baudis et al., JCAP 01 (2014) 044

www.darwin(observatory.org
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Figura 7: Flujo diferencial de los neutrinos emitidos por la Tierra.

del núcleo del Sol, de su composición qúımica, de su opacidad y de la sección eficaz de las
reacciones nucleares entre otros factores. La mayor fracción de neutrinos solares se produce
en la llamada cadena pp y una pequeña fracción (⇠1.6%) se producen como consecuencia del
ciclo CNO. En la cadena pp las siguientes reacciones nucleares producen neutrinos:

p + p �! d + e+ + ⌫e

p + e� + p �! d + ⌫e

7Be + e� �!7Li + ⌫e

8B �!8Be⇤ + e+ + ⌫e

3He + p �!4He + e+ + ⌫e

Y las reacciones nucleares del ciclo CNO que producen neutrinos son:

13N �! 13C + e+ + ⌫e

15O �! 15N + e+ + ⌫e

17F �! 17O + e+ + ⌫e

Los correspondientes neutrinos se llaman neutrinos pp, pep, 7Be, 8B, hep, 13N, 15O y 17F .
La mayor parte de los neutrinos solares son neutrinos pp. Los neutrinos del 7Be y los pep son
monoenergéticos. Los neutrinos hep son los que alcanzan mayores enerǵıas, llegando hasta
18.8 MeV.
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DUAL-PHASE XENON TIME PROJECTION CHAMBER
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TWO NEUTRINO CHANNELS

ONGOING DARWIN R&D 

DARWIN, EPJ. C 80, 808 (2020) 

136Xe: 8.9% in natural xenon.  
Q-value = 2.458 MeV (0.8% resolution) 

DARWIN, EPJ. C 80, 1133 (2020) 

DARWIN will increase 100-fold the 
current sensitivity on WIMP searches

Cross section sensitivity ~10-49 cm2  

(for an exposure of 200 t⨉y).

Assuming 99.98% electron recoil 
rejection. 

2.6 m

Working principle of a two-phase TPC: The prompt scintillation light (S1) and the 
delayed proportional scintillation light signal from the charge (S2) are measured.

DARWIN full-length demonstrator (Xenoscope)

DARWIN full-(x,y) scale demonstrator (Pancake)

Testing novel photosensors as an alternative for PMTs

Electron drift over 2.6 m for the first time

- Purification & homogeneous drift field

Test components of 2.6 m diameter

- Electrodes & homogeneous extraction field

·Dimensions of the TPC: 2.6 m diameter x 2.6 m height. 
·Two arrays of PMTs (other photosensors under consideration). 
· Low-background double-wall Ti cryostat. 
·Outer shield with Gd doped water (veto µ & n).

Many unknowns in physics call for the use of  
multi-tonne scale xenon detectors. In this context, 
total 

INTRODUCTION
DARWIN, with its 40t active target (50t total), will be able to explore the parameter space for  
dark matter particles in a wide mass range down to the to date irreducible neutrino floor. 
Furthermore, with its low energy threshold and low background level, DARWIN will be also 
a powerful tool to probe neutrino physics and look for other rare interactions. 

2.6 m

DARWIN, JCAP 1611 (2016) 017

Pancake

Xenoscope

2.6 m

Detection through elastic scattering:

Pee and sin2θw for the fist time 
below 200 keV

 2.4⨉1027 y (90%CL)  
for 50 t⨉y  
(baseline)

0.91 background 
events per year in ROI

DARWIN

Neutrino 
Floor

               
  

DARWIN

spin-independent WIMP 
nucleon interaction 

DARWIN TPC BASELINE DESIGN

2.6 m

http://www.darwin-observatory.org
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